STA. 1+90
TW=407.00

PC STA. 0+41.64
TW=407.00

STA. 0+10
START OF PROP.
RETAINING WALL
TW=410.35
EXISTING LOW CONCRETE MASONRY BLOCK WALL TO REMAIN
STA. 1+21.75
PROP. TW=407.00
EXIST. TW=400.5
STA. 1+30.5
PROP. TW=407.00
EXIST. TW=402.21
BW=398.7
BW=399.6
STA. 1+44
PROP. TW=407.00
EXIST. TW=402.0
BW=398.7

PT STA. 0+68.31
STRAIGHT WALL
CURVED WALL
STRAIGHT WALL

PC STA. 1+55
PROP. TW=407.00
EXIST. TW=402.0
396.12
396.79
397.46
398.13
398.80
399.47
400.14
400.81
401.48
402.15
402.82
403.49
404.16
404.83

12" & 14" PINE
10" & 12" PINE
14" PINE
17" PINE
4" PINE
4" PINE
3" PINE

BRANCHES OF EXISTING PINES
DEAD TREES TO BE REMOVED AND REPLACED

2" PINE
3' HIGH GRAY FENCE

PLANTS
TEN (10) SKYROCKET JUNIPER
4' TO 5' HIGH

PROPOSED
ONE (1)
BLACK TUPELO, 2" CAL.

GIANT ARBORVITAE
MOUNTAIN LAUREL
MOUNTAIN LAUREL
GIANT ARBORVITAE

LOCATION OF EXISTING LOCUST TREES
P LANTS
TEN (10)
SKYROCKET JUNIPER
4' TO 5' HIGH

PROPOSED
ONE (1)
BLACK TUPELO, 2" CAL.

MOUNTAIN LAUREL
MOUNTAIN LAUREL
GIANT ARBORVITAE